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ABSTRACT

In the present study, the authors investigated the relationship between the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and
the high-frequency variability of daily sea level pressures in the Northern Hemisphere in winter (Novem-
ber through March), using NCEP/NCAR reanalysis datasets for the time period of 1948/49-2000/01.
High-frequency signals are defined as those with timescales shorter than three weeks and measured in
terms of variance, for each winter for each grid. The correlations between monthly mean AO index and
high-frequency variance are conducted. A predominant feature is that several regional centers with high
correlation show up in the middle to high latitudes. Significant areas include mid- to high-latitude Asia
centered at Siberia, northern Europe and the middle-latitude North Atlantic east of northern Africa. Their
strong correlations can also be confirmed by the singular value decomposition analysis of covariance be-
tween mean SLP and high-frequency variance. This indicates that the relationship of AO with daily Sea
Level Pressure (SLP) is confined to some specific regions in association with the inherent atmospheric
dynamics. In middle-latitude Asia, there is a significant (at the 95% level) trend of variance of –2.26% (10
yr)−1. Another region that displays a strong trend is the northwestern Pacific with a significant rate of
change of 0.80% (10 yr)−1. If the winter of 1948/49, an apparent outlier, is excluded, a steady linear trend
of +1.51% (10 yr)−1 shows up in northern Europe. The variance probability density functions (PDFs) are
found to change in association with different AO phases. The changes corresponding to high and low AO
phases, however, are asymmetric in these regions. Some regions such as northern Europe display much
stronger changes in high AO years, whereas some other regions such as Siberia show a stronger connection
to low AO conditions. These features are supported by ECMWF reanalysis data. However, the dynamical
mechanisms involved in the AO-high frequency SLP variance connection have not been well understood,
and this needs further study.
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1. Introduction

High frequency fluctuations in climate variables are
of practical importance because they are strongly re-
lated to weather extremes. As a dominant mode of the
atmospheric circulation in the Northern Hemisphere,
the Arctic Oscillation (AO) plays crucial role in influ-
encing large-scale atmospheric circulation anomalies
(Thompson and Wallace, 1998, 2000), and is tightly

associated with the high-frequency transients in the
troposphere (e.g., Wu and Straus, 2003). As a con-
sequence, it can be connected to the regional ex-
tremes in weather phenomena over the Northern Hemi-
sphere (Thompson and Wallace, 2001; Thompson et
al., 2002). For example, Wettstein and Mearns (2002)
and Higgins et al. (2002) found that there are sig-
nificant relationship between the frequency of daily
temperature extremes and the time mean AO index
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over some regions in North America. Gong and Ho
(2004) reported that during the high AO index years,
the intra-seasonal variance of daily temperature tends
to decrease in East Asia. Bamzai (2003) found that
snow cover in the northern continents is significantly
related to the AO index, with the AO index lead-
ing snow cover by one week. Frequency of weather
type (classified on the basis of daily temperature, dew
point, sea level pressure (SLP), wind speed and direc-
tion, cloud cover) in some areas of North America is
found to relate strongly to the North Atlantic Oscil-
lation (NAO) (Sheridan, 2003). These studies enrich
our knowledge about regional climate extremes and
their connections to AO/NAO. It should be indicated
that these surface weather fluctuations and extremes
are directly connected to the synoptic activities of the
near surface circulation systems. Up to now, the AO
connection to the synoptic fluctuation of daily circu-
lation in the lower troposphere in the context of the
Northern Hemisphere has not yet been reported in the
literature. The present study aims to address the pos-
sible association between AO and the high frequency
transients of SLP in the Northern Hemisphere, includ-
ing its synoptic variance and extremes.

The datasets used in the present study and the fil-
tering method are described in section 2. Section 3
presents the main results, including the spatial struc-
tures in the synoptic SLP variance and their tempo-
ral changes, the relationship between AO and extreme
SLP anomalies, and the asymmetric influence of high
and low AO. Discussions on the possible mechanisms
involved and a summary are presented in sections 4
and 5 finally.

2. Data and method

2.1 Data

In the present study, the daily mean SLP data
for the period 1 January 1948 to 31 December 2001,
from the National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction/National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis datasets (Kalnay et al.,
1996), have been used. The spatial resolution of the
data is 2.5◦×2.5◦ with coverage of the entire Northern
Hemisphere.

The daily mean SLPs are presented as the averages
of values at 4 times. However, the data for 1948–1957
were done originally at 8 times daily in the model,
and then only those at the specific 4 times were taken
(refer to http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/cdc/data.ncep. re-
analysis.html). In addition, very few observation SLP
data were used in the reanalysis system in the early
period. This gives rise to noticeable discontinuities in
the monthly mean SLP in many regions, particularly

in the Southern Hemisphere (Marshall and Harangozo,
2000). This problem is also found existing in some
continental areas in the Northern Hemisphere. Yang
et al. (2002) reported that there are notable differ-
ences between the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis monthly
SLP and other grid SLP productions in mid- to high-
latitude Asia before 1968, resulting from the limited
observation during the early period. We did not test
the reliability of the reanalysis daily SLP data due to
the non-availability of observed surface pressure data.
Since in the present study we consider only the syn-
optic variability, we assume that the problem in the
monthly mean pressures would not notably impact the
results for the analysis on the high frequency variabil-
ity of daily SLP. This is also supported by a com-
parison with the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis datasets (see
section 3.7).

The AO indices used here include two different
time series. One is the monthly AO index , which is
the corresponding time coefficient of the first empir-
ical orthogonal function (EOF) of the monthly SLP
(northward of 20◦N), available since 1899 (Thompson
and Wallace, 1998). Hereafter this time series is re-
ferred to as the mean AO index since it is based on the
monthly mean SLP anomalies. The other is the daily
AO index, which is constructed by projecting the
daily (0000 UTC) 1000 hPa height anomalies (pole-
ward of 20◦N) onto the loading pattern of the AO,
using the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset. Daily in-
dices used here are kindly provided by the Climate
Prediction Center (CPC) (available via internet at
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CW-
link/dailyaoindex/aoindex.html, since 1 January
1950). Hereafter this time series is referred to as the
daily AO index. The wintertime (November through
March) means of the two time series are correlated at
a rather high value of 0.86 for the period of 1950/51–
2000/01, suggesting fair consistency between the two
datasets.

2.2 Filtering

Since the target of the study is to investigate the
day-to-day variability of SLP, we first removed all low
frequency variations. The typical synoptic activity is
of a timescale of less than 2–3 weeks. Therefore, here,
we applied a high-pass filter to the raw daily SLP series
at each grid. A Butterworth filter is considered. After
giving the cutoff frequency (1/20 d−1) and setting a
moderate order of 9, we obtained the filter coefficients.
These coefficients are applied to the filter to separate
the low (f <1/20 d−1) and high frequency (f >1/20
d−1) components. Only those components with times-
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Fig. 1. Synoptic SLP variance in November–March. Com-
puted from filtered daily SLP and shown as the means from
the data period of 1948/49–2000/01. Units are in hPa.

cales shorter than about 20 days are retained after fil-
tering. In the following sections we analyze only the
data from 1 November to the next 31 March (to 30
March in leap years), 150 days in total each winter.
All analysis is based on the high-pass filtered daily
SLP data.

2.3 Mean synoptic variance of SLP

Variance in the present study is defined in the form
of P ′21/2

, where P ′ is the high-frequency components
of SLP from the filtering. In the low latitudes (0–
30◦N), the average variance is below 1.5 hPa. The
average variance increases notably from the middle to
the higher latitudes. Typically the variance in 30◦–
60◦N is 6.9 hPa, rising to 7.6 hPa in 60◦–90◦N. The
highest values appear in the two sub-polar regions, one
is located in the North Atlantic, and the other in the
North Pacific, where the variance is greater than 8
hPa (Fig. 1). Clearly, the large synoptic variance in
these two regions is related to the frequent activities
of cyclones.

3. Results

3.1 Correlation between the mean AO index and
synoptic SLP variance

To investigate the relationship between the mean
AO index and synoptic variance of daily SLP anoma-
lies, we performed a correlation analysis. The corre-
lation is calculated for each grid. Figure 2a presents
the spatial distribution of the correlation coefficients.
Areas statistically significant at the 95% confidence

level are shaded. A predominant feature is that the re-
gional, rather than continental or hemispheric, connec-
tions are scattered in the middle to high latitudes. The
strongest correlation occurs in mid- to high-latitude
Asia centered in Siberia, northern Europe and the mid-
latitude North Atlantic. The correlation coefficients in
a vast number of grids in these areas exceed +0.4 or
fall below –0.4. Some relatively small areas also show
significant correlations, including the northwestern Pa-
cific, northern North America, and southwestern Eu-
rope. In the following section, we will address the tem-
poral feature of synoptic SLP variance in these high-
correlation areas in detail. It is interesting to note that
in the areas near the Aleutian and Icelandioc lows, the
synoptic SLP variance tends to increase with the mean
AO index, whereas in the areas where the Siberian and
North Atlantic Highs are located, the variance tends
to be reduced in the high AO winters.

We also tested the possible influence of data re-
liability on the results. As indicated in the preced-
ing section, the early reanalysis SLP data may be im-
pacted by data availability, so we repeated the correla-
tion analysis using only the recent data. The exclusion
of the early 20-yr period of 1948–1967, however, does
not evidently change the results. As can be seen in
Fig. 2b, the results are almost identical. Therefore,
it is very likely the features as revealed by correlation
analysis here are stable and independent from the pos-
sible data uncertainties in the mean pressures.

3.2 Temporal variations of the regional mean
variance of SLP

The high correlation over some areas as revealed
by Fig. 2 encourages us to make a regional mean time
series of variance. This will be helpful for analyzing
their temporal features in detail. Here we chose six re-
gions. They are: (a) mid-latitude Asia, 42.5◦–57.5◦N
by 80◦–120◦E; (b) northern Europe, 62.5◦–77.5◦N by
20◦W–37.5◦E; (c) southwestern Europe, 35◦–50◦N by
15◦W–12.5◦E; (d) northern North America, 50◦–65◦N
by 90◦–120◦W; (e) the northwestern Pacific, 27.5◦–
40◦N by 140◦–165◦E; and (f) the northern Atlantic,
20◦–35◦W.

Figure 3 presents their time series. The six regions
all display significant relationships to the mean AO in-
dex. Two regions located in the Atlantic sector, (i.e.,
northern Europe and the middle North Atlantic), have
the strongest correlations, 0.56 and –0.52 respectively.
The other regions display relatively low, but also sta-
tistically significant correlations. As a summary, in
association with the positive phase of mean AO in-
dex, the SLP variance tends to decrease in regions
of middle-latitude Asia, southwestern Europe and the
northern Atlantic, whereas it tends to increase in other
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Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients between the mean AO index and synoptic variance of SLP over the Northern
Hemisphere. Areas statistically significant at the 95% confidence level are shaded. Negative contour intervals
as dashed lines. Zero contours are removed for simplicity. Two time periods of (a) 1948/49–2000/01 and (b)
1968/69–2000/01 are shown simultaneously for comparison.

Table 1. Correlation between the mean AO index and synoptic variance of SLP for various regions. Data period
for the correlation with mean AO is 1948/49–2000/01; for the AO variance it is 1950/51–2000/01. The trends of the
variance are shown at the bottom.

Synoptic SLP variance

Mid-latitude Northern Southwestern North Northwestern Northern

Asia Europe Europe America Pacific Atlantic

Mean AO –0.48∗∗ 0.56∗∗ –0.47∗∗ 0.32∗∗ 0.43∗∗ –0.52∗∗

AO variance 0.09 –0.18 0.21 –0.08 –0.34∗∗ 0.28∗∗

Trend –2.26∗∗ 0.87 –0.85 0.21 0.80∗ –1.27

% (10 yr)−1 (1.51∗∗)

∗∗ Significant at the 95% confidence level, ∗ at the 90% level. That shown in parenthesis is for 1949/50–
2000/01.

regions, i.e., northern Europe, northern North Amer-
ica and the northwestern Pacific (Table 1).

Generally speaking, there are no similar yearly vari-
ations or overall trends among these regions (Fig. 3).
In middle-latitude Asia, there is a steady decreasing
trend from 1948 to 1983, and a remarkable rise occurs
after the early 1980s. For northern Europe, the linear
trend in variance in the period 1948–2000 is not evi-
dent. However, the winter of 1948/49 is an apparent
outlier. It is well known that an outlier can largely
impact the estimation of the linear trend of a time se-
ries. If the winter of 1948/49 is excluded, a steady lin-
ear trend shows up, with a value of +1.51% (10 yr)−1

that is significant at the 95% confidence level. In the
northern Atlantic, the values decrease notably after
the mid-1980s compared to the earlier period. The

mean variance for 1948/49–1982/83 is 3.03 hPa, while
for the period 1984–2000 it reduces to 2.85 hPa, repre-
senting a decline of about 6.0%. This change can also
be supported by the t-test. The t-value between these
two periods is –2.2, indicating the change is significant
at the 95% level. For the northwestern Pacific, the
trend displays a downward turn after the mid-1980s.

Comparing these low-frequency changes with the
mean AO index, there is a lack of simultaneous low-
frequency components in the mean AO index and daily
AO variance. Figure 4 presents the time series of these
two variables. The mean AO index shows a predom-
inant strengthening trend of 0.27 (10 yr)−1 since the
1950s, and this value is about 31% of the standard de-
viation of the series. Particularly, the increasing since
the late 1960s is remarkable. The linear trend estima-
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Fig. 3. Time series of regional mean synoptic variance of SLP. solid smooth lines are low frequency
variations. For exact location of each region, refer to section 3.2.
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Fig. 4. Temporal variations in the mean AO index (a) and variance of daily AO index (b). Correlation
between the two time series is –0.29. Both are normalized.

ted from period of 1968/69–2000/01 is 0.35 (10 yr)−1,
significant at the 95% confidence level. Clearly, in
three regions (i.e., middle-latitude Asia, northern Eu-
rope, and the northwestern Pacific, which show sig-

nificant linear trends) the trends are weaker than the
mean AO index in magnitude. If presented in terms
of the ratio to the standard deviation of the respective
time series, the values are in the range of 16%–23%,
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smaller than the value for AO (31%). This shows that
the mean AO alone can only explain part of the long-
term trends in the synoptic SLP variance. In addi-
tion, the daily AO variation may also be related to the
low-frequency variation in SLP. Although the variance
in the daily AO index experiences no evident long-
term trend, the year-to-year fluctuations experience
evident change in magnitude. In period of 1950/51–
1979/80, the standard deviation is 0.32, but for the
period of 1980/81–2000/01, it is reduced to only 0.16.
In the northwestern Pacific, the SLP variance displays
a similar change around 1980. For the middle-latitude
North Atlantic, the variance since the 1980s is also
evidently lower than in previous periods. Thus, the
recent decadal-scale change in these two regions may,
at least partly, be related to the reduction of vari-
ance in the daily AO index since about 1980. Further-
more, the possible roles played by the regional factors
should also be considered. For example, in East Asia,
the winter monsoon is a dominant circulation system.
The weakening of the winter monsoon during recent
decades should exert considerable influence on SLP
variance there. These regional circulation systems are
important media for connecting AO and SLP variance.

3.3 Singular value decomposition analysis

In the preceding sections, we investigated the in-
fluence of AO on the synoptic SLP variance, based
on the correlations. Some regions show apparently
mutual connections, for example, SLP variance in
middle-latitude Asia and northern Europe are corre-
lated significantly (r=–0.39, or –0.43 when 1948/49
is excluded), and between the northern Atlantic and
northwestern Pacific the correlation is –0.35. The vari-
ations of regional SLP variance among these six high
correlation areas may be coherently consistent. To
obtain the structure in the SLP variance that varies
tightly with the planetary AO, we performed a singu-
lar value decomposition analysis of the covariance ma-
trix between the synoptic SLP variance and monthly
mean SLP anomalies over the Northern Hemisphere.
If there is no internal coherence among the variance
variations in these high correlation regions, these cen-
ters will not show up in the leading spatial mode. De-
tails of the method are described in Bretherton et al.
(1992) and Wallace et al. (1992). The monthly mean
SLP data are averaged from the daily data for each
calendar month. To facilitate the computation, we
re-sampled the monthly mean SLP data by using a
coarser mesh of 5◦ × 5◦. Given the good spatial con-
sistency of the pressure, the resampling will not distin-
guishably change the analysis results. In preparing the
covariance, both variance and mean SLP at each grid
are represented in the forms of anomalies with respect

to the entire analysis period, and are area-weighted.
Figure 5 illustrates the leading pairs of the spatial

modes from the singular value decomposition analysis.
For comparison their corresponding time coefficients
are also plotted together (Fig. 6). Compared to the
results from the ordinary empirical orthogonal func-
tion analysis of monthly mean SLP data, the struc-
tures in the mean SLP clearly show a large similarity
with the NAO pattern. Interestingly, the center in the
northern Pacific does not appear in the leading mode
of SLP (this center shows up as the dominant feature
in the second mode of SLP). This is alike to results
from other relating studies. For instance, Chang and
Fu (2002) pointed out that the monthly mean AO in-
dex correlates well with storm track intensity over the
Atlantic, but not over the Pacific, based on the analy-
sis of high-pass-filtered 300-hPa meridional velocity in
December–February 300-hPa height in the Northern
Hemisphere. Their principal component correspond-
ing to the leading empirical orthogonal function of
the strength of the transient 1000-hPa height over the
Northern Hemisphere also correlates with the AO in-
dex strongly, at 0.86. However, the main centers are
located in the northern Atlantic and Europe while only
weak structures occur over the Pacific.

The existence of the Pacific center and its weak
correlation to the Atlantic centers have become one
important aspect in the recent debate on the rela-
tion between AO and NAO (Deser, 2000; Ambaum et
al., 2001; Wallace and Thompson, 2002; Christiansen,
2002). However, it should be pointed out that the
absence of a northern Pacific center in the lower tro-
posphere does not necessarily mean an absence of the
AO pattern. The structures in the Atlantic sector and
polar region are generally in good agreement with the
NAO or AO patterns from empirical orthogonal func-
tion analysis of 1000-hPa height or SLP. Furthermore,
the principal component time series of the SLP mode
is virtually identical to the AO index, with a correla-
tion of –0.87. Here the leading SLP pattern is simply
regarded as NAO/AO.

In association with this NAO/AO pattern,the lead-
ing spatial structure in the synoptic SLP variance con-
sists of several high or low value centers. The anoma-
lous centers are all located in extra-tropical latitudes.
The dominant feature is that there are maximum cen-
ters in Siberia and northern Europe, with opposite
signs. Other smaller and weaker centers in southwest-
ern Europe and the northern Pacific are also consistent
with the results from the correlation analysis. In all six
regions investigated in the preceding section, five are
correlated significantly with the SLP principal compo-
nent coefficient (Table 2). However, in North America,
the relation is much weaker (r=–0.1). We found that
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Fig. 5. The first paired modes of the singular value decomposition analysis for (a) synoptic variance
and (b) mean SLP. Units are arbitrary. The first paired modes account for 41.8% of the total squared
covariance.
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Fig. 6. First principal component time coefficients (PC#1) corresponding to the leading spatial
modes from the singular value decomposition analysis. Both are normalized, the data period is
1948/49–2000/01.

the high frequency changes there are tightly associ-
ated with the second mode of monthly mean SLP.
The striking feature of this mode is that the regional
anomaly centers are located in the northern Pacific,
North America and the neighboring North Atlantic
(figure not shown), which account for a considerable
portion of the total squared covariance (23%). The
second principal component of monthly mean SLP is
correlated with high frequency variance at a very high
value of –0.48.

There are also evident linear trends in the principal
component time coefficients. The trend for the prin-
cipal coefficient of variance is statistically significant.
The rate of change of –2.3 (10 yr)−1 is about 33.0% of
the standard deviation of the time series in value. For
the SLP, the time coefficient displays a strong trend of
–8.3 (10 yr)−1, which is about 36.9% of the standard
deviation. This is very similar to the strong trends
in synoptic SLP variance as observed in Siberia and
northern Europe (Table 1).

Table 2. Correlation between principal time coefficients of the singular value decomposition analysis and regional
mean synoptic SLP variance. Correlation period is 1948/49–2000/01.

Mid-latitude Northern Southwestern North Northwestern Northern

AO Asia Europe Europe America Pacific Atlantic

Variance –0.72∗∗ 0.80∗∗ –0.72∗∗ 0.47∗∗ –0.10 –0.38∗∗ 0.41∗∗

PC

SLPPC –0.87∗∗ 0.61∗∗ –0.54∗∗ 0.44∗∗ –0.10 –0.45∗∗ 0.40∗∗

∗∗ Significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Table 3. Correlation between frequency of extremely high SLP anomalies and AO indices. Data period for the
correlation with mean AO is 1948/49–2000/01; for the AO variance it is 1950/51–2000/01. Trends of the frequency of
extremes are shown in the last row.

SLP′ > +2σ

Mid-latitude Northern Southwestern North Northwestern Northern

Asia Europe Europe America Pacific Atlantic

Mean AO –0.49∗∗ 0.57∗∗ –0.27∗∗ 0.24∗ 0.30∗∗ –0.50∗∗

AO variance 0.07 –0.18 0.11 0.05 –0.28∗∗ 0.44∗∗

Trend [d (10 yr)−1] –0.45∗∗ 0.16(0.27∗)1) –0.13 0.00 0.15∗ –0.14

∗∗ Significant at the 95% confidence level, ∗ at the 90% level. 1) for 1949/50–2000/01

Table 4. Correlation between frequency of extremely low SLP anomalies and AO indices. Data period for the
correlation with mean AO is 1948/49–2000/01; for the AO variance it is 1950/51–2000/01. Trends of the frequency of
extremes are shown in the last row.

SLP′ 6 −2σ

Mid-latitude Northern Southwestern North Northwestern Northern

Asia Europe Europe America Pacific Atlantic

Mean AO –0.38∗∗ 0.45∗∗ –0.40∗∗ 0.30∗ 0.34∗∗ –0.49∗∗

AO variance 0.01 –0.17 0.23 –0.09 –0.21 0.14

Trend [d (10 yr)−1] –0.36∗∗ 0.14(0.28∗)1) –0.11 0.01 0.09∗ –0.24

∗∗ Significant at the 95% confidence level, ∗ at the 90% level. 1) for 1949/50–2000/01

3.4 Relation between AO and extreme SLP
events

In association with the changing synoptic variance
of SLP with respect to the high and low AO phases,
there should be notable changes in the frequency of ex-
treme SLP anomalies. To clarify this, we counted the
frequency of extreme SLP anomalies. The extremes
are defined as those below –2σ or above +2σ. Here σ
is the standard deviation of synoptic variations, based
on the reference period of 1961–1990. This kind of
definition will measure how frequent the very sharp
day-to-day fluctuations are, and is different from those
defined on the basis of minimum and maximum daily
SLP. The frequency is calculated locally at each grid
and then averaged to produce the regional means.

Extreme events show similar and coherent tempo-
ral features as the time series of variance in the respec-
tive regions (figures not shown). Higher frequency in
extremes is found to accompany larger variance, while
in the cases of smaller variance the occurrences of both
high and low SLP extremes tend to decrease. This is
in good agreement with the common notion concern-
ing the variance-extreme relation (Houghton et al.,
2001). As the preceding section shows, the regional
SLP variance is related to the phase and strength of
the mean AO index. Therefore, it is reasonable to ex-
pect a tight correlation between the mean AO index
and frequency of extremes. Tables 3 and 4 present the

correlations between them. Clearly, the results are
consistent with the above notion. The occurrences of
synoptic SLP extremes exhibit a tight relation in vari-
ation with the mean AO index in all regions, except for
the frequency of high SLP extremes in northern North
America where the correlation (r=0.24) is somewhat
weak, only just above the 90% confidence level. Re-
calling the results of the singular value decomposition
analysis, we may conclude that, in addition to the
AO, other modes or circulation systems should play
considerable roles in influencing high-frequency SLP
variations in North America.

In the two regions of middle-latitude Asia and
northern Europe, where the SLP variance experiences
the most remarkable and stable correlation with the
mean AO index, there are notable trends in the fre-
quency of synoptic extremes of SLP events. For north-
ern Europe, the occurrences of extremes are steadily
increasing. Particularly, the trends in frequency of
both high and low SLP anomalies in middle-latitude
Asia are significant. There, in association with a rate
of change of –2.26 (10 yr)−1 in SLP variance, the lin-
ear trends in the frequencies of extremely high and low
SLP anomalies are both decreasing simultaneously, at
the rates of –0.45 and –0.36 d (10 yr)−1 respectively.
Clearly, the long-term changes in extremes are tightly
related to the changes in SLP variance in the two re-
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Fig. 7. Composite mean synoptic variance of SLP for (a) high AO, and (b) low AO phases. Shown are
the variance percentages compered with the normal years (AO-neutral winters). Regions significant at the
95% confidence level by a t-test are shaded. high and low AO phases are defined as those winters with
variance above +1σ and below –1σ, respectively. Zero contours are omitted.

gions. However, in other regions the same phe-
nomenon cannot be found.

In addition, AO variance is only significantly cor-
related with the frequency of high SLP extremes in
the northwestern Pacific and northern Atlantic. These
suggest that the mean AO condition can influence the
frequency of extreme SLP anomalies in specific re-
gions, via influencing the SLP variance. However, in
most cases, the mean AO plays a more important
role.

3.5 Asymmetric influence of high and low AO

phases

Given the non-linear interaction between the tran-
sient activity and mean circulation flow in the at-
mosphere (either their interaction or the cause-and-
effect), an interesting question is whether there are
different patterns of changes in synoptic SLP vari-
ance associated with the high- and low-phase AO. To
address this problem, we carried out the composites
of SLP variance in high- and low-AO index years,
both compared with normal years. Here the high and
low AO winters are arbitrarily defined as those above
+1 standard deviation and below −1 standard devia-
tion respectively, yielding 8 high- and 7 low-AO win-
ters. These high-AO winters are 1972/73, 1975/76,
1988/89, 1989/90, 1991/92, 1992/93, 1994/95, and
1999/2000. And the low index winters are 1957/58,
1959/60, 1962/63, 1965/66, 1968/69, 1969/70, and
1976/77. The SLP variance in these years are com-
pared to the normal years, and presented in the form

of percentage:
V − Vneutral

Vneutal
× 100% .

Here, V is the mean variance of SLP anomalies during
high AO or low AO years; Vneutral is the SLP variance
for the neutral years (normal AO years). Figure 7 dis-
plays the differences and their statistical significance.

For the high-AO cases (Fig. 7a), the dominant fea-
ture is a large center of greater variance located in
northern Europe and the Norwegian Sea. Compared to
normal years, during the high AO winters, the synoptic
SLP variance there is about 10%–15% larger. Interest-
ingly, there is no similar spatial pattern in its counter
phases. As can be seen in Fig. 7b, in northern Europe
there are no negative variance anomalies comparable
in magnitude during the low AO winters. Instead,
large anomalous centers in middle-latitude Asia and
the northern Atlantic show up, with more than 10%
stronger day-to-day variations occurring there. These
results clearly suggest that the high- and low-AO con-
ditions can exert an asymmetric influence on the syn-
optic SLP variance. Here we applied the standard of
±1σ to define the high- and low-AO cases. We also
tested other criteria. Alternatively, by using the stan-
dard of ±0.5σ, we yielded similar results too. Thus
the asymmetric influence of AO phases on the synop-
tic SLP variance is likely substantial and independent
of the criteria.

These asymmetric features are also supported by
the changes in probability density functions (PDFs)
in association with different AO phases. We chose two
regions where the largest signals appear, viz. northern
Europe and middle-latitude Asia, to make composites
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Fig. 8. Composites of SLP anomalies for high AO, low AO and normal years in (a) middle latitude Asia and (b)
northern Europe.
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Fig. 9. Histogram displaying the distribution of the daily AO indices in association with the (a) high and (b)
low mean AO indices, in gray bars. The high and low AO winters are defined as those exceding the +1 and −1
standard deviation. Dashed lines are the distribution of the normal conditions.

of the daily SLP anomaly distribution in high-, low-
and normal years. Since the variance differs from one
grid to another, prior to analysis, the SLP anomalies
at each grid are rescaled with respect to the standard
deviation (i.e., being divided by σ, where the reference
period is 1961-1990). This makes the anomalies for dif-
ferent sites comparable. Based on the rescaled SLP
anomalies, we calculated the histogram of the SLP
anomalies. And finally, histograms for all grids within
each region are averaged to produce the regional mean.
Figure 8 displays the comparison of the histograms be-
tween high-phase and low-phase AO years for the two
regions. These two regions show good examples for the
two different conditions. In northern Europe, the PDF
in low-AO years is very similar to that of normal years,
while for the high-AO years, the occurrences in smaller

anomalies are apparently lower than low- and normal
AO conditions and the occurrences of larger anomalies
get higher. This feature indicates a larger variance in
high-AO years than the other two cases. Contrarily, in
middle-latitude Asia the conditions are reversed. The
PDFs in low-AO years are notably different from those
in high- and normal AO years, indicating a larger vari-
ance in the low-AO case. Besides these two regions,
other regions display similar results and are consistent
with the features shown in Fig. 7.

3.6 On the relation between the mean AO index
and its day-to-day variance

The above analysis shows that the mean AO index
is tightly related to the regional synoptic SLP variance.
One may suppose that the corresponding changes in
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SLP may be due, at least partly, to the daily AO vari-
ability (rather than the monthly mean AO). Thus it
is of interest to check the relation between mean AO
index and its variance.

There are notable differences in the daily AO in-
dices in association with the high and low mean AO
winters (Fig. 9). The most remarkable feature is a shift
of the frequency to the right in high AO winters (the
mean is 1.035), and a shift to the left in low AO years
(the mean is –1.454). In addition, it is also found that
the shape of the distribution is also changed. For high
AO index winters, the standard deviation is 1.599, and
the skewness is 0.1265; for the low AO index winters,
those values are 1.8411 and –0.1142, respectively. Ap-
parently, there is an evident change in AO variance.
The correlation analysis also supports that. The cor-
relation coefficient between the mean AO index and
its day-to-day variance (Fig. 4) is –0.29, significant at
the 95% level and indicating an out-of-phase relation.
This implies that the daily AO index tends to become
less variable and more stable when the mean AO index
is in high positive phases.

Although the variance and distribution of the daily
AO index are significantly connected to the mean AO
conditions, the synoptic SLP variance does not show
evident changes in relation to the changing day-to-day
AO variance. Figure 10 displays the correlation be-
tween them. Obviously, there is no notable overall
relation. Only several scattered small areas exhibit an
apparent correlation

Fig. 10. Correlation coefficients between AO variance and
SLP variance over the Northern Hemisphere. Data period
is 1950/51–2000/01. Areas significant at the 95% confi-
dence level are shaded.

Fig. 11. Correlations between monthly mean AO in-
dex and ERA40 SLP variance. Data period is 1957/58–
2000/01.

to AO variance, such as in the northwestern Pacific
and northern Atlantic. As can be seen in Table 1, the
regional mean SLP variances for these two areas corre-
late with the AO variances at moderate values of –0.34
and 0.28 respectively. Therefore, those analyses imply
that the AO variance is weakly connected to the SLP
variability.

Feldstein (2002) found that the interannual vari-
ance of AO (based on the monthly AO index) displays
a substantial increase during the past 30 years in win-
ter (December-February). The ratio of the interannual
variance of the AO index for the 1967–1997 time pe-
riod to that for the 1899–1967 time period is as large
as 2.02. When the whole cold season of November
through March is considered, the ratio is still large,
at 1.86. If compared to the 1948–1967 time period,
the ratio is 1.90, also confirming the strong increasing
tendency that has occurred in recent decades in asso-
ciation with the strengthening of the mean AO index.
However, the day-to-day variance of the AO index es-
timated for the time period 1950/51–2000701 is only
–1.3% (10 yr)−1, which is not statistically significant.
Therefore, the high frequency fluctuations in daily AO
have not been changing, though the monthly AO index
has increased significantly and its interannual variabil-
ity has become larger simultaneously. Thus the influ-
ence of daily AO fluctuations on the long-term trends
in synoptic events of surface circulations and/or tem-
peratures might be small, too.

3.7 Comparisons with ERA40 SLP

In order to check the robustness of the results, we
have also compared the AO-high frequency variability
with the ECMWF 40-year reanalysis data (ERA40).
The ERA40 datasets are available for the time period
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Fig. 12. Comparison of regional time series of SLP variance as derived from the ERA40 reanalysis data
for period 1957/58–2000/01. ERA40 variance versus NCEP variance.

Fig. 13. Eady growth rate between 850 and 700 hPa in (a) high and (b) low AO winters. Shown as the
departure from the means of 1957–2000. High and low AO years are defined as those in excess of +1σ
and below −1σ, respectively. Contour interval is 0.04 d−1, zero lines are omitted for simplicity. Based on
ERA40 data.
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of 1957–2002. We used the daily SLP data for 0000
UTC and compared them with the NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis.

We conducted the correlation between monthly
mean AO index and synoptic variance in ERA40 SLP.
The results are shown in Fig. 11. Clearly, the spa-
tial pattern of the relations is identical to that from
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis SLP (Fig. 2). The many
centers with high correlation keep the same locations
as well as the same magnitude of correlations. The
temporal features in the regional variance over the
six regions are also carried out. The ERA40 vari-
ance is somewhat greater than the NCEP/NCAR SLP,
on average about 8% greater. But this has arisen
from the systematic difference, not from big errors.
The correlation of the regional variance series between
the ERA40 and NCEP/NCAR datasets are very high,
varying from 0.92 to 0.99 for the six regions (Fig. 12).
The fairly good agreement between the two reanalysis
SLPs may suggest that our results on the AO-synoptic
SLP variance relationship are robust.

4. Discussions

Mechanisms responsible for AO-high-frequency
SLP variance relations are not well understood yet.
Transients with short life-times are tightly related to
the baroclinicity and wave activities. In order to get
an idea of atmospheric instability concerning the AO,
we checked the Eady eddy growth rate (Eady, 1949)
between 850 and 700 hPa. The means of eddy growth
rate for 8 high and 7 low AO winters (see section 3.5)
are computed and presented in Fig. 13 as the depar-
tures from the average of the whole data period. Com-
paring with Fig. 7, the large anomalies are generally
consistent with the SLP variance centers. In high AO
winters, the largest eddy growth rate appears in the
high latitude North Atlantic and northwestern Europe,
coincident with the high variance in the Norwegian
Sea and northern Europe (Fig. 7a). In the low AO
cases, a large eddy growth rate takes place in Siberia
and in long belts across the Atlantic at about 30◦N,
again consistent with the high SLP variance there. Ev-
idently, the baroclinic activities play important roles in
initializing and reinforcing high-frequency transients
in these two regions. Comparing the difference be-
tween the high and low AO cases, the associated eddy
growth rates are also asymmetric. In northern Europe
and the neighboring North Atlantic, the baroclinic ac-
tivities and transients show more tight links to high
AO, while in Siberia there is a much stronger associa-
tion with the low AO.

Although the above analysis provides some clues
for the connection between AO and the high frequency

of SLP, it is difficult to make firm statements about
causal relationships. For a further and detailed un-
derstanding, some major questions remain to be ad-
dressed.

(1) What is the interaction between the AO and
transients, and what is the feedback of the high fre-
quency transients? The AO can be regarded as a mea-
surement of zonal symmetric air-flow, particularly in
the upper levels (Cohen and Saito, 2002). Therefore
the monthly mean AO index provides us with a sense
of the basic background of westerly air-flow (Wallace,
2000; Thompson and Wallace, 2000; Li and Wang,
2003). It is necessary to study how the transients re-
spond to AO and to determine what is the feedback of
the transients.

(2) What is the role of thermal effects in the lower
levels? Many studies have addressed the AO-related
transient components in upper circulations, particu-
larly for storm tracks. However, the relations are ap-
parently different from the features as shown in the
study. For example, the synoptic SLP changes in the
northern Pacific and northern Atlantic are not as clear
as in the upper troposphere geopotential heights and
winds. The center over the inner Asian continent does
not show up in the upper troposphere in previous anal-
yses too. This might imply that the surface boundary
conditions also play a role in influencing the synoptic
fluctuations in SLP. For example, local baroclinic ac-
tivity may largely impact the transient fluctuations in
the low-level atmosphere, while baroclinic waves grow
through the sensible heat transport to the poles and
decay by transporting momentum (Randel and Stan-
ford, 1985). It is interesting to note that these re-
gions where SLP variance shows a strong connection
to monthly mean AO conditions are also places where
the lower tropospheric temperatures vary significantly
with the AO, particularly in the Eurasian continent
(Thompson and Wallace, 1998; Thompson et al., 2000;
Wu and Huang, 1999; Gong et al., 2001; Wu and
Wang, 2002). In the lower troposphere, the thermal
anomalies are strongly related to the transients. One
needs to determine the role that the thermal effects
may play in influencing local transient activities and
synoptic variance.

(3) Why are the transients in association with high
and low AO located in some confined regions? The
steady waves, ocean-land contrast, and orography are
often emphasized as playing roles in confining the geo-
graphical distribution and propagation of the high fre-
quency transients. Detailed data analysis and numer-
ical experiments should be introduced to check their
respective effects.
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(4) What is the role of the upper troposphere and
stratosphere circulation in the AO-synoptic SLP vari-
ance connection? The AO is manifested through the
troposphere and lower stratosphere. There are strong
dynamic processes in the upper level atmospheric cir-
culation. AO-associated SLP variance may be related
to the upper circulation through a coupling between
lower and upper circulation, as well as through the
downward spreading of the signals. Recent studies
show that the downward propagation of AO-related
high frequency signals may be one path connecting
the upper circulation and the surface. Ambaum and
Hoskins (2002) proposed a hypothesis explaining the
upper connection to the surface, suggesting that po-
tential vorticity anomalies in the stratosphere may
change the tropopause and the vorticity in the tro-
posphere, consequently influencing the surface pres-
sure. The signals from the stratosphere to the surface
have a timescale on the order of a couple of weeks as
indicated by NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Baldwin and
Dunkerton, 1999; 2001). Recent sensitivity experi-
ment studies by Norton (2003) also found that the
stratosphere strongly contributes to the persistence of
the AO related surface pressure at lags of 10–25 days.
However, it is still unknown to what extent the ob-
served AO-SLP variance is related to the upper pro-
cesses.

(5) Are the observed variations in high frequency
variance related to the external forcing? A variety
of external forcings can exert influence on the mean
AO conditions. Among them, the increasing CO2 is
the most outstanding. Many simulation experiments
forced by the greenhouse gases yielded notable trends
in the AO index (Paeth et al., 1999; Fyfe et al., 1999;
Shindell et al., 1999; Gillett et al., 2000; 2002). How
and to what extent can these external forcings alter
the mean AO and its relationship with synoptic SLP
variance also needs further sensitive simulations.

5. Conclusion

The above analyses show that the background of
hemispheric circulation in the lower troposphere, as
represented by the monthly mean AO index, are signif-
icantly related to the synoptic component of the sur-
face pressure systems and their variance. However,
there is no overall pattern in day-to-day SLP vari-
ability. Instead, strong connections occur in several
confined regions, particularly in middle-latitude Asia
(with the center situated over Siberia) and northern
Europe. In Siberia, the SLP variance is negatively
correlated with the AO index, while in northern Eu-
rope the positive correlations take place. However, the
composite analysis revealed that the high-frequency

changes corresponding to high and low AO phases are
asymmetric in these regions. In northern Europe, the
synoptic SLP displays much stronger changes in high
AO years, while in Siberia, there is a stronger connec-
tion to low AO conditions. However, the mechanisms
responsible for the AO-SLP variance relationships are
not well understood yet. An elaborate explanation
will require a complex analysis of data and numerical
experiments in the future.
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